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1. Introduction 
This paper deals with several properties of a regular cardinal ~ which 
have two things in common: they are all consequences of ZFC + 2 -~ = 
and they are all equivalent to or imply the existence of some sort of 
tree. In Section 3 we present a type of Cohen model which will be used 
to show, under the proper consistency assumptions, that these proper- 
ties are not consequences of ZFC alone. For clarity the results are given 
in this section for the case ~: = ~1 only. 
Section 4 discusses two properties which are shown to be closely re- 
lated. The first, due to Malitz, is that there is a linear ordering of cardi- 
nality 2 ~1 with a dense subset of cardinality N1. The second, which is 
a weak variation of the Kurepa hypothesis, is that there is a set X of 
subsets of ~o 1 such that X has cardinality ~ 2 and 
I{x n ~ • x ~ X and a < 6Ol} I < N1. The first is shown to be independent 
of ZFC, while the second is independent if and only if it is consistent 
that there is an inaccessible cardinal. 
Section 5 is concerned with Aronszajn trees; that is, trees of height 
O9 2 such that every branch and every level has cardinality less than ~ 2- 
Let a special Aronszajn tree be an Aronszajn tree whose nodes are one- 
to-one functions from ordinals less than 6a 2 into 6o I , ordered by inclu- 
sion. The principal result is that it is consistent with ZFC that there is 
no special Aronszajn tree if and only if it is consistent that there exists 
a Mahlo cardinal. As a corollary, it is shown that if it is consistent that 
there is a Mahlo cardinal, then it is consistent that Chang's transfer pro- 
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perty, (b~ l, t~ 0) ~ (t~ 2, b~ 1 ), fails. We also include a result of Silver, 
which uses the same model to show that it is consistent that there is no 
Aronszajn tree if and only if it is consistent that there is a weakly com- 
pact cardinal. In the last section we outline a generalization of these 
results to several cardinals. 
This paper is a revision of the Ph.D. thesis of the author, who would 
like to express his gratitude to his advisor, Jack Silver, as well as to 
James Baumgartner and Robert Solovay for helpful discussions and 
suggestions. 
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2. Notation 
The notation is essentially the same as that of Shoenfield [7 ]. Ordi- 
nals and cardinals (initial ordinals) are denoted by small greek letters. 
Capital M and N will always denote countable standard models of ZF 
with the axiom of choice. M will also be assumed to satisfy the GCH. 
I fP  is a notion of forcing with ordering <_, then p <_ q indicates that p 
gives more information than q. The maximal element of P is denoted 
1p or 1. The basic definitions and lemmas of forcing given in [7] will 
be assumed. We will need the following stronger version of the product 
theorem: Let P be a notion of forcing, Q a set in M, and <-Q a term such 
that 1 II--p((Q, <_Q) is a notion of forcing). We define a partial order < 
on P X Q by (p, q) <_ (p', q') if and only i fp  <_ p' and p I1-- e q <-Q q'. 
I.emma 2.1. I f  K is P X Q-generic over M, then there are G and H such 
that G is P-generic over M, His Q-generic over M[G], and K = G X H. 
Conversely, if G is P-generic over M and H is Q-generic over M[G], then 
K = G X H is P X Q-generic over M. 
Proof. Suppose K is P × Q-generic over M. Set 
and 
G={p~P:  3q(p ,q )~K} 
H={q : 3p(p ,q )~ K} . 
Then K = G × H and G is P-generic over M, so to prove the first sentence 
we have only to show that H is Q-generic over M[GI.  Suppose that D is 
a term denoting a subset of Q in M[GI such that 1 If- e (D is dense in Q). 
Then for a l lq~Q,{p:  3q 'p IFe(q '<_Q qandq '~D)}~Misdense in  
P, so for all (p, q) ~ P X Q there is a (p', q') ~ P X Q such that p' <-e P 
and p' I~- e (q' <_Q q and q' ~ D). But this just says that 
D' = {(p, q) : p I[--p q ~ D} ~ M is dense in P X Q. But then there is some 
(p, q) ~ K n D', soq ~ Hn D MIG] . 
Now suppose that the hypothesis of the second sentence is true. The 
lemma will be proved if we show that for every set D E M which is dense 
in P X Q, D n G 4= 0. Since D is dense we have 
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Vp E P Vq E Q 3p '  <_ p 3 q' ~ Q((p', q') ~ D and 
p' q' <-Q q), 
so D' = {q E Q : 3p E G(p, q) ~ D} is a dense subset of Q inM[Gl .  
Thus there is a q E Q n D', so (p, q) ~ D for some p E G. 
A knowledge of boolean valued models (see [6] ) will be useful in 
understanding the motivation of our use of boolean algebras, but the 
following definitions are all that is needed to follow the proofs. 
If s is a subset of the notion of forcing P, then 
b s = {p ~ P : Vq <_ p 3 r E s (r and q are compatible)} 
or, equivalently, 
b s={pcP:p  I[-p Gns4:0} .  
The boolean algebra B associated with P is the algebra with universe 
{b s : s E S(B) n M} 
and with the operations 
where 
b s ^ b t=b srq b t and -3b s =b t 
t = {p E P : p is incompatible with every number of s}. 
If s' is a maximal incompatible subset of s, then b s = bs,, so every ele- 
ment of B is determined by some pairwise incompatible set of conditions 
in P. If ~0 is a sentence, then ~0~ is defined to be the set o fp  such that 
p 
A tree is a partial order T with a minimal element such that for any 
x E T, {y : y <--r x} is well ordered by <-r. A tree is perfect if above each 
element there are at least two incomparable elements. "Inaccessible" 
always means "strongly inaccessible." We give for reference the follow- 
ing standard efinitions of properties of ordinals: 
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I f  K c_C_ n, then K is K-Mahlo if for each closed unbounded subset C of  
t~, C n K 4: 0. ~ is Mahlo if it is K-Mahlo where K is the set of  inacces- 
sible cardinals less than ~. 
is I l l - indescribable if whenever ~o is a II l sentence, R is a relation 
on cE~, and (c~,  ~, R)  ~ ~o, then for some a < t~, (c~,~, 6,  R n 9~)  ~ ~o. 
is weakly compact if it is inaccessible and II l - indescribable or, 
equivalently, if it is inaccessible and for every K-complete field F of  
cardinality ~ of  subsets of  ~:, there is a ~:-complete nonprincipal ultra- 
filter on F.  
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3. The models 
We construct two different models in such a way that most of the 
basic results can be proved for both of them at the same time. Let M be 
a countable standard model of ZFC + GCH such that in M, 0 and ~ are 
regular cardinals, 0 < ~:, and (for the second model only) X is an inac- 
cessible cardinal greater than ~:. The first model preserves cardinals and 
makes 2 o = ~÷ and 2 ~ = b~ K*, while the second model collapses cardinals 
so that 2 o = ~:÷ = X. The fundamental property of these models is given 
by Lemma 3.8. The basic idea is to make two successive xtensions. 
The first adjoins all of the desired subsets of 0 in the usual way to make 
a model M[G]. A notion of forcing is then defined in M[G] to give the 
desired model N = M[G] [H]. This is done in such a way that any initial 
segment of G is constructible from an initial segment of H. Hence any 
submodel of N with 2 K = ~ K÷ in the first model or with ~:÷ = X in the 
second must have enough of G so that 2 o > ~ and 2 -~ > ¢. 
Let P =P(0,13) be {p : 3 x(p E x2 ^  Ixl < 0 ^ x c/3)}, ordered by 
reverse inclusion, the usual conditions to adjoin/3 generic subsets of 0. 
For a < 13, P,~ = { p : p 1 ~ = p}. B is the boolean algebra ssociated with 
P. Define B~ c B by B,~ = {b s : s c__ p j  ; then B~ is canonically isomor- 
phic to the complete boolean algebra ssociated with P~. 
Suppose 0 and ~: are as required. Then we define the first model as 
follows: Set/3 = (~÷)M and X = ~t ,  and letM 1 =M[G] where G isP- 
generic over M. A function f~ M is in the set A 1 of acceptable functions 
if 
(1) dom f c__ X and rngf  C _ B ,  
(2) Idomfl  < ~ , 
(3) for all ~ </3 and 7 < ~,  f(3') e B,~+o • 
I f fe  A 1 , then we define f :  (dom f)  -+ 2 inM 1 by f('y) --- 1 if and only 
iff(~,) n G 4: 4. The notion of forcing Q1 = Q1 (0, g) is then defined in 
M 1 by letting the field of Q1 be A 1 and letting f<- 01 g i f f  ~_ g. By 
Lemma 2.1 it is possible to combine the extensions given by P and Q1 : 
let R = R 1 (0, ~) = P X A 1, where (p, f )  <_j, (q, g) if and only if p <-p q 
and p I~-p f<_Q g. 1 
If 0, ~: and X are as required for the second model, then Q2 = 
Q2(O, ~, X), A 2 , and R 2 = R2(O, ~, X) are defined like Q1, A 1 and R 1 
except hat X is given,/3 is set equal to X, and condition (3) of the deft- 
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nition of an acceptable function is replaced by 
(3') f(3') ~ By+ o for all 3" < X. 
For the rest of this section, Q, A and R may be either Q1, A 1 and R 1, 
respectively, or Q2, A2 and R 2, respectively. G is P-genetic over M, H is 
Q-generic overM 1 = M[G], and K = G X H is R-generic over M. 
If (f~ : ot < z,) 6 M is a sequence of acceptable functions uch that 
v < ~: and f~ c_ f ,  if c~ < c~', then since ~: is regular, g = U (f~ : ~ < v) 
will be an acceptable function such that g 3_ f~ for each a < v. Also, if 
f, g 6 A then 1 I~-pg <-Q f i f  and only ifg 3_ f. We say that a subset D 
of a partial ordering P is strongly dense in P if it is dense in P and 
Yx ~ D Vy <_p x (y E D). 
Lernma 3.1. Suppose that D is a term such that p II-p (D is strongly 
dense in Q ), andre  A. Then there is a g E A such that g 3_ f and 
p I~-pgED. 
Proof. InM, we define by recursion on a a sequence ((p~,f~) : ~ < 6) 
such that 
(1 )p~P,p~<-p ,  andf~A for a l la< 6, 
(2) fc~, ~f~ D-- fifc~ < a '< ~, 
(3)p,~ I~-ef ~ ~D,  
(4) {p~ : ~ < 6} is a maximal incompatible subset of {q E P : q <_ p}. 
If ((p~,, f~,) : a '<  ~) has been defined and {p~, : a '<  ~} is not maximal 
below p, then let q <- p be incompatible with each p~,, and let 
f '  = IJ ( f ,  : ~ '< ~). Then there is ap~ <- q and anf "  ~ A such that 
p~ II-p ( f "  E D and f "  N O f ') .  Let f~ be the function with domain 
equal to dom f '  u dom f "  defined by 
= i l l (7 )  i f3"~domf '  
f~ (3') t f '(3') if 3' ~ dom f "  and 3" q~ dom f ' .  
Thenf~ Dr '  andp~ [[-p f~ E D. If {p~, : a '<  a} is maximal below p, 
then we are done. Since P has the 0+-chain condition, 6 < ~: and we can 
set g = LI (f~ : a < 6). We have only to show that p I[-p g ~ D. But given 
any q <_ p there is by (4) an a < 6 and a q' E P such that q' <_ p~ and 
q' <- q. Thus q' I[- t, f~ ~ D and so, since D is strongly dense, p II-p g E D. 
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Corollary 3.2. I f  t : v --> M where t E N and v < ~¢, then t E M 1 . In par- 
ticular, S(v) N = S(I)) M1 fo r  v < t¢ and Ivl g = Ivl M fo r  v <_ to. 
Proof. Suppose (p, f )  II- e t : v --> M 1 . For a < v, define 
D e ={fEQ:  3x~M(f lk  e t (a )=x)} .  
Then D e is strongly dense in Q below f and by the last lemma we can 
define an increasing sequence (f~ : a < v) so that for all a < v, f~ 3_ f 
and p II e fa  E D~. Then if g = LI (f~ : a < v), then 
(p ,q )  l~- e t ={ (a ,x )  : a< v ^ 3q  ~ G((q ,g)  l[- e t(a) =x)} ,  
so (p, q) I~, e t ~ M 1 . That S(v) N = S(v) ml for v < x and that 
Ivl N = Ivl ~1 for v <- ~ follow immediately. But for all v, Ivt M = Ivl M1 . 
Lemma 3.3. R has the fl-chain condition. 
Proof. P has the 0+-chain condit ion and hence the/3-chain condition. 
But Q also has the/3-chain condit ion in M 1 . Otherwise, let X be a set in 
M 1 of pairwise incompatible lements of  Q such that IXI = ft. Then 
X' ={ f-: f~  X} is a subset of P0¢, X) M1 , which has the 13-chain condi- 
tion in M1, so there must be distinct condit ions f and g in X such that 
f-and g- are compatible in P(~, X) g l  . But if h ~ A is defined by 
f(3') if 3' E dora f 
f h(3,) 
! g(3') if 3' ~ dom f and 3' E dom g 
then h is a common extension o f f  and g in Q, contradicting the assump- 
tion on X. It then follows by a result of  Solovay [8] that R has the ~- 
chain condition. 
Corollary 3.4. (K+) N = ~, and I~ I N = I~ I M fo r  all ordinals 5 such that 
5 <_~¢orf3<_5. 
Proof. Cardinals 5 <- ~ are preserved by Corollary 3.2 and cardinals 8 <__ 
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are preserved by Lemma 3.3. I fR  = R 1 we are done. I fR  = R 2 we have 
(~:÷)N < 3 and must show that i f~ < ~ < 3 then I~1N -- ~. Define tEN 
by 
t(a) = {3"< 0 • 3rE  Hf (5  + 0 .a  + 3") = 1} . 
Then t : ~: --, S(o)MIG'd where r/= ~i + ~: and Gn = P,~ n G. Since 
(2 ° )M[Gn] ~ 6, it will be sufficient o show that t is onto. Suppose that 
(p, f )  ~ R and D is a term denoting a subset of 0 in M[G,7 ]. There is an 
< ~: such that 
and 
f l (~  +0.a)  =f t r~ 
p I~p D ~ M[Gs+o. ~] . 
Then i f f '  is defined by 
f ' (5+O'c~+3`)=~3`ED]  fo r3`< 0 , 
f '(3`)=f(3`) i f3`<5+0"a  orr/<_3' 
then f '  E A, f '  ~_ f and (p, f ' )  II- e t(a) = D. Since D was arbitrary, t is 
onto. 
Corollary 3.5. In N, 2 0 = 3 and 2 ~ = X. 
Proof. The first follows from Corollary 3.2 and the second from Lem- 
ma 3.3. 
We now present some definitions and technical lemmas which will be 
needed for the main lemma, Lemma 3.8. We set 
where 
Pv ={pEP 'pqv=p},  PV={pEP:p lv=O},  
Av={fEA ' f l l v=f} ,  Av={fEA : f~v=O},  
f~  v= { f lb la  i f fE  A1 , 
.fq ot i f fE  A 2 , 
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R~=P~X Av,  R ~=P~XA v, 
K v =KnR~ , K v =KAB v , 
whereR ~ is ordered ( inM[K  v]) by (p, f )  <_ (q,g) i fq  <- q and there is a 
p' ~ G~ such that 
p u p' IL-p f<_Q g. 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose v' + 0 <_ v for  each v' < u. Then K v is Rv-generic 
over M, K v is RV-generic over M[K~ ], and M[K~ ] [K ~ ] = M[K] .  
Proof. The hypothesis nsures that i f f~  Av, then rngf  C _ By, so 
f~  M[G~].  The lemma then follows from Lemma 1.1 since 
R ~ Rv X R ~. 
For the rest of this section u will be as in Lemma 3.6. In general, if 
(fa : a < 3') is an increasing sequence in M[K v ] of acceptable functions, 
then U (f~ : a < 3') will not be in M and hence not in A. The next lemma 
shows that under the proper conditions there is an acceptable function 
g which serves the same purpose. We will abuse our notation by writing 
U (f~ : a < 3") for the function g given by this lemma. 
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that t~ + 0 >_ v, 3" < ~, F E M[K~ ], and F = 
(f~ • a < 3') is an increasing sequence o f  funct ions  f~ E A u. Then there 
is a g E A ~ and a p E G~ such that p I~p Va < 3' g ~-Q fa.  
Proof. By Corollary 3.2, F ~ M [ G v ]. Let/g be a term denoting F in 
M[G~ ], and let p ~ G v force that the hypothesis of the lemma holds 
with/e substituted for F. Define g E A u by 
do ing= O {domf : fEA  u A p.D-p Va /a  ~ f} ,  
g(~) = sup{f(~) A I[/~ =f ]  " f C Au A ~ < 3"} A b e 
for ~ ~ dom g, where the sup is taken in B and bp = {p' ~ P : p' <- p}. 
Condition (1) of the definition of A is clear. Since P has the 0*-chain 
condition, 0÷ <_ ~:, and 3' < ~: = cf ~:, we have 
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I{f: 3a < 3" = jq ,  0} I< 
and so g satisfies (2). 
Condit ion (3) holds since/a + 0 >- v and U/;~ =f ]  ~ B~ for eachfeA  u 
and a < 3". Thus g E A u . Suppose that for some a < 3', P I[-e g <-Q/£~. 
Then (bp ^ l[/f~ =f]  ^ (g(~) zxf(~))) 4= 0 for some ~ < ~. andf~ A u. 
By the definit ion of g, there is some f '  ~ A u such that 
(bp ^ [ /a  =f ]  ^ [/,~ =f ' ]  ^ (f '(~)Af(~))) ~ 0 ;  
that is, there is a q <- p which forces f =/a  = f '  and f4 :  f ' ,  which is 
absurd. Hence g is as required. 
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that (cf 3")g > 0, t : 3' -+ M, t ~ N, and t 1 ~ 
M[K  v] for every a <_ 3". Then t~M[Kv] .  
Proof. Let (p, f )  ~ R force (in M[K v ] ) that the hypothesis of the lem- 
ma holds. We prove the lemma in two parts. In part 1 we prove that 
there is a (q, g) ~ R ~ such that (q, g) <--R~ (p, f )  and 
(*) for all p' <_ q, x ~ M, a < % and f '  2 g, 
if (p', f ' )  I[- R v t I u = x then (q, f ' )  I[~ R v t la=x.  
Part 2 then uses (*) to prove the lemma. 
Part 1. Suppose that there is no such (q, g). Then for any (q, g) <- (p, f )  
and any 6 < 3' there are P l ,  P2 <- q, f '  ~ g, X l ,  x2 E M[K~ ] and ~ < 3' 
such that 
(**) X 1 ~X2,~ <- 49, and (Pi, f ' )  I~-RV t l (9 = x i 
fo r /= 1 ,2 .  
We use (**) to construct in M[K v ] a perfect tree T of  height 0+. Nodes, 
denoted by n, are labeled by pairs (S n , x n). We also define a decreasing 
sequence (f~ : a < 0 ÷) of acceptable functions and a strictly increasing 
map z : 0 ÷ -+ 3' so that the following condit ions hold, where d(n) is the 
level in T of the node n: 
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(1) 0 4= S n c pv  for each n, and IJ {S n :d(n) = ~} is a maximal incom- 
patible subset of {q ~ pv : q < p} for each ~ < 0 ÷, 
(2) x n e M[Kd]  and if p e S n then (p, f~) II- R v (t 1 z(~) = x n) for 
each ~ < 0 ÷ and each n such that d(n)  = ~, 
(3) Vn,  n' (n 4= n' ~ x n 4= Xn, ). 
Suppose that T has been defined. If n and n' are incompatible in the 
tree, p e Sn,  and p' e Sn, , then p and p' are incompatible by (2) and (3). 
Using this and (1), {n e T : S n n G ~ 0} is a branch of T of length 0+ 
and since T is perfect it has an antichain of cardinality 0 ÷. Hence in 
M[K v ] there is a set of 0 ÷ pairwise incompatible conditions o fP  v. But 
pv has the 0÷-chain condition in M[K~ ], and this contradiction proves 
(*). 
We define T by recursion, together with a well-ordering W of the 
nodes of T which is needed only for the construction. Set 
T~ = {n e T :  d(n)  < a}. Suppose that T,~, S 1 T~, x 1 T~, z 1 o~, and f ]  
have been defined and satisfy the conditions, and that W~ is a well-or- 
dering of the nodes of T~. Let n* be the W~-first node of T~ that has no 
split above it in T~ (or an arbitrary node if T,~ is perfect). Pick a q e Sn. 
and setg = [J (f~, :~' < ~), which is defined by Lemma 3.7. By (**) 
there exist z(~) > [J {z(~') : 0~' < ~}, P l ,  P2 <- q, and f '  D_ g such that 
(Pi, f') I[-RU t]Z(~)=Xi for / - -  1, 2, andx 1 ~x  2. Let 
D = {g : 3 x e M[K  v ] (g I I -v  t 1 z(~) = x)}. Then D is strongly dense in 
QV below f and by the pro~of of Lemma 2 there is a maximal incompat- 
ible subset S of P and an f,~ 3_ f '  such that p I~ev f~ e D, i.e., 
(Vq e S ) (3x  ~ M[K~]) ( (q , f~)  I~-R~ t ]z(~) =x) ,  
and we can take Pl and P2 to be in S. Define an equivalence relation on 
S by q ~ q' if for somex ~ M[K v] both (q , f~)  I~RV t l z (~)  = x and 
(q , f~) I~- R v t 1 z(a) = x. Each equivalence class S n defines a node n of 
level ~, x n is that x such that (q, f~)  I~-R~ t 1 z (a)  = x for q ~ S n , and n 
is less than n' in the tree of x n c Xn," Finally, the new nodes are added 
onto the end of the well ordering W~ to make the well ordering lg~ +1. 
The construction insures that each node n will have a split above it at 
least by the ~th level if n is the ~th node in the well ordering W so T is 
perfect. The other properties are clear, and this completes the proof of 
(*). 
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Part  2. Let  q and g = go be as given by  (*),  and suppose  that  t q~ M[K  v ]. 
For  s ~ S = U { ~ 2 : 6 < 0}, def ine gs, Xs and a s recurs ive ly  on the length 
l(s) ofs  so that  if  l(s) = U l(s) > 0 theng s = U (gs18 : 6 < l(s)) and 
x s = U {Xs l  ~ : 6 < l(s)}, and for  all s ~ S and i = 0, 1, 
(q,gs'<i>) I~-RV t 1 a s = Xs.<i > , 
and 
Xs-(O ) ~ Xs(1)  , 
gs' C_ gs if s I l(s')  = s ' .  
Let  a = (O G,+ o ) ~ (O G~), the f irst 0-piece o f  the Cohen extens ion  
af ter  v. Then  (gs : s = a 1 l (s))  is in M[Kv+ o ] and so by  Lemma 7, 
f '  = U (gs : s = a I l(s)) is acceptab le .  Let  a = U { u s : s ~ S} < 3', so 
t 1 a ~ M[K  v ]. There  are x ~ M[K  v ], f "  <_ f ' ,  and q'  < q such that  
But 
SO 
and so 
(q' ,  f " )  If-- R v t I a = x .  
(q ' , f " )  I~-RU ('v's'<i> E S) (a  1 (l(s) + 1 : s-(i> i f  
and on ly  if  t 1 a s = Xs.<i>), 
(q' ,  f " )  I~-RV (Vs ' ( i> C S) (a  1 (l(s) + 1) = s-(i> i f  
and on ly  if  x 1 a s = Xs.<i>) , 
(q ' , f " )  H-RV aEM[K  v] , 
which cont rad ic ts  the gener ic i ty  o fa .  Thus  t ~ M[K~] ,  as was to be 
shown.  
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4. Dense subsets of linear orders 
In this chapter we solve two related problems. The first, answered by 
Theorems 2 and 4, is a question of  Malitz; the second, answered by 
Theorem 7, may be stated as a strong negation of  the Kurepa hypothesis. 
Malitz asked [4] whether the following statement is a consequence of 
ZFC for any regular cardinal ~: 
(*) There is a linear ordering of  cardinality 2~ with a dense subset of 
cardinality ~. 
Let A(h:, X) hold if there is a tree with ~ nodes and at least X branches. 
Then (*) is equivalent to A(~, 2 ~ ), [ 1, Theorem 1, p. 46].  We will show 
that 7 A(~:, 2 K ) is consistent with ZFC, and hence the answer to Malitz's 
question is no. First, however, we make some observations about situa- 
tions in which A (~:, 2 K ) does hold. 
Let T be the tree with field U {~'2 • ~' ~ K} with the ordering f--<r g 
if and only i f f  c _ g. Then T satisfies A(2~, 2 ~ ), so 2~ = ~ implies 
A(~, 2 ~ ). Further, if there is an inner model N with (2~) N = ~ and 
(2 ~ )N = 2 ~ ' then (T) N satisfies A(~, 2 ~ ). Thus an Easton model will 
still satisfy A (~, 2 K ). The following theorem of Baumgartner gives some 
less obvious conditions on a model for A(~, 2 ~ ) to fail. This theorem, 
stated in somewhat different erms, is Lemma 14 of chapter 3 of [ 11. 
Chapter 3 of [ 11 also contains a further discussion of  A (~:, X) and re- 
lated properties. 
Theorem 4.1 (Baumgartner). I f7  is the last cardinal such that there is a 
tree with 3' nodes and at least X branches o f  length exactly ~:, then either 
(1) cf3' = c fh :or  (2) c f7  = cfX. 
From this and the existence of a tree with 2~ nodes and 2 ~ branches 
of length exactly ~, it follows that the simplest cases in which A (~:, 2 K ) 
can fail are 
(1)~: = N1,2s0 = Nwl, 2 sl  =bl + COl, and 
(2) k: ~1, 2s° ~2, 2sl  =8CO2" 
We will show that both of these cases are possible. Case (1) requires only 
Cohen-generic reals: 
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Theorem 4.2. I lK  is a cardinal o f  M with (cf K) M > o9, then there is a 
cardinal preserving Cohen extension o f  M in which A(~, 2 ~ ) fails. 
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Proof. Let k be the least cardinal greater than K of M such that 
(cf k)M = (cf ~)M. Take P = P(09, ~), the partial ordering to add k 
Cohen subsets of 09. Let G be P-genetic over M and let N = M[G].  Then 
in N, (2 ~ )N >_ ((2 ~ )~ )N = (kK)M > ?~. Suppose that T is a tree in N 
with at most ~ nodes. Since P has the 091 -chain condition, there is an 
X E M with X c_c_ p and ~<_ K such that T E M[G n X] .  Then N is a 
Cohen extension ofM[G n X] of type P(09, X). If f is a branch of T of 
length K, then every initial segment of f is in M[G n X] and so 
fE  M[G n X] by a proof similar to part 2 of the proof of Lemma 3.8. 
Since every branch of T can be coded as a subset of K, T has at most 
((~o)K )M = (2 K )M < k branches of length K in M[G n X]. There are at 
most (2 ~ )N = (k~)M = ~. branches less than ~:. Thus T has at most 
branches in all and A(K, 2 K) fails in N. 
Corollary 4.3. Con(ZF) ~ Con(ZFC and 2 s° = ~1 and 2 ~1 = ~1 and 
A(b~ 1,2~1)). 
Proof. Theorem 4.2, with K = ~ 1 ' 
It will be noticed that these results fail to give a model in which, for 
~0 example, 2 = N and 2 ~1 > ~o • The method of Theorem 2 would 
to? ~11 andl s2 give such a model i_ b~ > b~o 1 1 < ~ ~o 1 where known to be 
consistent with ZFC. 
Now we consider case (2) of Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 4.4. Suppose that in M, K and 0 are regular and 0 < K. Then 
there is an extension N o f  M with the same cardinals in which 2 o = K ÷, 
2 K = ~ ~÷, and A (K, 2 ~ ) fails. In particular, Con(ZF) ~ Con(ZFC and 
2~° = ~2 and 2 ~1 = ~2 andTA(~l '  2~1))" 
Proof. Let R = R 1 (0, K), let K be R-genetic over M, and set N -- M[K] .  
The lemmas of section 3 insure that the cardinals of M are preserved 
and the cardinalities of the power sets are as stated. Suppose that T ~ N 
is a tree with ~ nodes. Then for some v < K ÷, T~ M[K  v ]. If f is a branch 
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of T of length n, then every initial segment of f is in M[K v ] so by 
Lemma 3.8, f~  M[Kv].  But (2~)M[Kv I < ~+,  so there are fewer than 
~÷ branches of length ~. There are at most (2K) x < ~ ~. branches of 
length less than ~, so T has fewer than 2 K branches. ThusA(~,  2 ~ ) fails 
in N. 
The case (~, ~+) is trivial: Let 6 be the least cardinal such that 
2 ~ >_ ~:÷, then A(2fi, ~*) holds and 2~ <_ n, so A(~, ~÷) always holds. 
Let A'(~, X) hold if there is a tree with ~ nodes and at least X branches 
of length exactly ~. We will show that if the existence of an inaccessible 
cardinal is consistent with ZFC, then so is the negation o fA ' (~,  ~÷). 
Kurepa's hypothesis holds for ~ if there is a set X of  subsets of ~: such 
that IXI -- ~+ and for each ~ < ~:, I{x o a :x ¢ X}I < ~:. Thus for X = k: +, 
(2) of the following proposition is a weak form of Kurepa's hypothesis. 
Proposition 4.5. The fol lowing are equivalent for ~ regular and X >- ~: 
(1). A'(n, X). 
(2). There is a set X of  subsets o f  ~ such that IXI = k and 
I{x n ~ :x e Xanda < ~}l = ~. 
(3). There is a linear order R with a dense subset M such that IR I :- X, 
IMI = m, and every member of  R is the limit o f  a sequence (possibly 
constant) o f  length x o f  members o f  M. 
Proof. That (2) implies (1) is clear. Suppose (1) holds, and T is a tree 
with ~ nodes and X branches of  length exactly ~. We can assume that 
the field of T is ~, and hence each branch and node may be thought of  
as a function from some ordinal a <- ~ into ~. Let R be the set of such 
functions corresponding to nodes and to branches of length exactly ~, 
ordered lexicographically, and M the set of  functions corresponding to 
nodes of T. Then R satisfies (3), and so (1) implies (3). 
I fR  and M satisfy (3), then let (s(a) : ~ < ~) be an enumerat ion of M. 
For every r 6 R ~ M, r is the limit of  either a strictly increasing or 
strictly decreasing sequence of length ~: of members of M. I f  it is the 
limit of  a strictly decreasing sequence of length ~, then let 
x(r) = { a < ~ : s(a ) >-R r}. Otherwise let x(r) = {a < ~ :s(a) <-R r}. 
Set X= {x(r) :r  E R ~ M}. Then for any a < ~ and any x ~ X ,x  n a 
may be written in one of the forms {3' < a : s(3') <-R m} or 
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{3' < a : s(3') >--R m} for some m ~ M since h: is regular. But there are 
only ~: such sets, so X satisfies (2). Hence (3) implies (2). 
Proposition 4.6. I f  K is regular and A '(x, ~÷)fails, then ~* is inaccessible 
inL .  
Proof. ~* is regular in L since it is regular in the real world. I f  ~: = (a*) L , 
then there is an A c x such that la I L(A) = ~. Then (x*)L(A) = x*, so 
S(~) L(A) has cardinality x÷ and {x n a :x E S(~) L(A) and a < x } has 
cardinality x, so A'(x,  ~*) holds by Proposition 4.5. Thus, i fA  '(x, ~÷) 
fails then K ÷ is inaccessible in L. 
Theorem 4.7. Suppose that in M, 0 and ~ are regular, k is inaccessible, 
and 0 < ~ < ~. Then there is an extension NofM in which 2 0 = 2 ~ = 
~* = X, all cardinals 6 such that 6 <_ ~ or 6 >- k are preserved, and 
A ' (x ,  x*) fails. In particular, Con(ZFC and-  A ' (Wl ,  w2)) is  equivalent 
to Con(ZFC and 3 ~ (~ is inaccessible)). 
Proof. Let R = R 2 (0, t£, k), let K be R-generic over M, and let N = M[K] .  
Cardinals and power sets are as claimed by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5. Sup- 
pose that T ~ N is a tree with ~ nodes and k = (~÷)N branches of  length 
~. Then since R satisfies the h-chain condition, there is some u < k such 
that T~ M[Kv] .  But then by Lemma 3.8, every branch of length x of  T 
is inM[Kv] ,  and since (2 ~ )M[Kvl < k, T has fewer than ~÷ branches of 
length exactly ~ in N. 
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5. Aronszajn trees and the transfer property 
This section covers the main results of  this paper. We begin with some 
definitions and previously known results. 
Definition. A structure g/= (A, U, R~)~<~, where U is a unary predicate, 
has type (~:, X) if IA I = ~: and I UI = X. 
Definition. (~:, X) -~ (n', X') if and only if every first order sentence with 
a model of  type (~, X) has a model of type (h:', X'). 
Theorem 5.1 (Vaught [51 ). I lK  > X, then (~, X)--, (N 1 , S0). 
We are interested in the property (N1, S 0) ~ (~+, ~), which will be 
called the transfer property for ~. By Theorem 5.1, the transfer property 
implies that (~:', X) ~ (~c +, ~) for any ~' > X. The main result of  this sec- 
tion will be that if it is consistent with ZFC that there is a Mahlo cardi- 
nal, then it is also consistent that the transfer property fails for a regular 
~. The proof  of the following theorem depends rather heavily on the con- 
dition 2~ = ~, but in the proposition we use the theorem to get further 
information in the case 2~ > ~. 
Theorem 5.2 (Chang [ 2] ). I f  ~ is regular and 2~ = ~, then (N 1, N 0) -' 
(~, ~). 
Proposition 5.3. I f  ~ is regular and (N 1, S0) ~ (x+, ~:), then ~:+ is inacces- 
sible in L(A) for any A c ~. 
Proof. K ÷ is regular in L(A) since it is regular in the real world. If ~:+ is 
not inaccessible, then there is some a such that ~:+ = (a÷)e(A). Le tA '  c_ ~: 
code up a collapsing function from ~: onto a. Suppose that the sentence 
q~ has a model ~ of type (N1, S0). Then .~ can be coded up by a sub- 
set B of  u) 1 . In L(A', B, A), 2s = ~: and hence by Chang's theorem 4) has 
a model q3 of  type (n+, ~). But first order truth is absolute, so ~ is a 
model of  $ of type (~+, ~) in the real world. Since this can be done for 
an arbitrary q~, (N1, SO) ~ (~+, R;). 
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It is not known whether this result is the best possible. We require the 
stronger assumption that ~:÷ is Mahlo in the base model. The definit ion 
of the sentence ~ which will be used requires a digression. 
Definition. A ~-Aronszajn tree is a tree of  height ~ in which every branch 
and every level has cardinality less than ~. 
Definition. A special ~*-Aronszajn tree is a ~:÷-Aronszajn tree T such that 
TC__{f :3a<~:*( f :a  1-1~ t~)},wheref<_Tgi f fC- -g .  
The following theorem was proved for K = co by Aronszajn and ex- 
tended to general K by Specker [9]. 
Theorem 5.4. I f  x is regular and 2~ = ~, then there is a spec&l x*-Arons- 
zajn tree. 
Proposition 5.5 (Silver, Rowbottom,  independently).  There is a sentence 
(~ which has a model o f  type (~*, ~) if  and only if  there is a special ~÷- 
Aronszajn tree. 
Proof. Let F(x, y, z) be a 3-place function symbol and E a two-place 
predicate. I f  T is a special ~*-Aronszajn tree, then the intended inter- 
pertation will have the universe as x÷, U as ~:, E as ~÷,  and for a ~ h: 
and a' 6 ~:÷, f~ ,  = Oq3(F(a, a',/3))) 1 {/3 : ~Ea'} is the 0~ th node of T of 
level a' in some enumeration of  the nodes. The conjunction of  the for- 
malization of  the following sentences i q~: 
( 1 ). E is a linear ordering. 
(2). I f x  ~ U, thenfxy :{z:zEy} -~ Uis one-to-one for a l ly .  
(3). Yx ~ U Vy ,y '  (y'Ey ~ 3x '  E U(fx,y,=fxy l {z :zEy'} )). 
I f  T is a special ~+-Aronszajn tree, then it will clearly satisfy ~b with 
the intended interpretation. 
On the other hand, suppose that A is a model of ~b of type (~÷, ~:). 
By (2), I{z : zEy}l <_ K for all y,  so there is an embedding t of  ~* into 
the universe of  A such that a ~ a' ~ t(a)Et(a'). Let s : ~ ~ U enumerate 
U, and let T be the tree whose nodes are those monomorph ismsf :a  ~ 
such that a < ~* and for some x ~ U and all 3' < a, f (7)  = 
s -1 (F(x, t(a), t(3')). Then T is a special ~÷-Aronszajn tree. 
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It follows from these last two results that any model of  ZFC which 
has no special ~÷-Aronszajn tree also fails to satisfy the transfer property 
for ~:. The next theorem shows that it is not enough to assume the exis- 
tence of an inaccessible cardinal. 
Theorem 5.6. I f  there is no special ¢+-Aronszajn tree, then ~* is Mahlo 
in L. 
Proof. By Proposition 5.3, h: ÷ is inaccessible in L(A) for every subset A 
of h:. Suppose that ~:÷ is not Mahlo in L. Then in L there is a continuous, 
strictly increasing function c : ~:÷ --, ~:* with no fixed points inaccessible 
in L. We may assume c(0) = 0. In the real world, choose a sequence 
(A s : ~ < W) of  subsets of  ~: such that 
(1) (A s, :a '  < a) ~ L(A~) for all a < ~:+ 
and 
(2) I c (~) l  L(A'~) < _ t¢. 
Define 
T = { f : 3 a < n÷ ( f :  a ~ ~ } and f is one-to-one and 
V3,< ~* ( f l  c(3') E L(A~)) 
We will show by induction that T has a branch of length c(a) for each 
a < ~:÷. This will imply that it has height ~:÷, and since (W(~)) I-(A~) has 
cardinality ~: in the real world, this will be enough to show that T is a 
special ~:÷-Aronszajn tree. 
It is clear that T has a branch of length c(0) and that if T has a branch 
of length c(a) then it has a branch of length c(a + 1). Suppose that 
U a = a > 0 and T has branches of length c(a') for all a'  < a. By the 
assumptions on c, (cf c(o0) L = X for some X < c(a), so there is a/3 < 
such that IXl < h: in L(A~). Let (a s : ~ < X) be a continuous increasing 
sequence of ordinals, defined in L, such that a 0 = 0, a I >_/3, and 
U {c(a~) : ~ < X} = c(a). In L, choose a partition (X~ : ~ < ~:) of~: into 
~: parts each of cardinality ~:, and choose monomorphisms h~ : ~: -+ X~. 
For each ~ < X le t f t  be the least branch of length c(a~+ 1) in the natural 
well ordering of L(Aa~+I ) and set 
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f=  U {(h~ of~) 1 (c(a~+ 1 ) ~ c(a~)) "~ < X}. 
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Then f is a branch of T of length c(a), as was required. 
Theorem 5.7. Suppose that in M, 0 < ~ < X, 0 and ~ are regular, and X 
is Mahlo. Then there is an extension N o f  M such that (~.)N = X, all 
cardinals less than or equal to K are preserved, and N ~ (there are no 
special ~÷-Aronszajn trees). In particular, Con(ZFC and 3 ~ (K is Mahlo )) 
is equivalent o Con(ZFC and there are no special ~ 2-Aronszajn trees) 
and implies Con(ZFC and (N1, N2) ~ (N2, N1 ))" 
Proof. Let R = R2(O , ~, X), let K be R-generic over M, and N = M[K]. 
By Corollary 3.4, the cardinalities are as stated. Suppose that (p, f )  I1- R 
(T is a special ~:÷-Aronszajn tree), and let T~ be T restricted to levels 
less than a. For each a < X, I Ta I = ~ and so by the h-chain condition of 
R there is a v < X such that (p, f )  I~ R T~ e M[K~]. Let 
o(a) =/av(Va' < a ( (p , f )  IF R Ta, ~M[Kv] )  and 
Vv' < v(v' + 0 <- v)). 
Then o ~ M is a continuous unbounded function from X into X and 
hence has a fixed point 5 which is inaccessible inM. Let B be a branch 
of To f length  8. Then for any v < 8,B 1 v~ T 6 soB 1 v~M[K~ 1. Then 
by Lemma 3.8, B ~M[K~ 1, and since B " 6 I-1 ; ~:, 181M[KsI = •. But 
R8 = R 2 (0, x, 8) and by Lemma 3.6, K 6 is R 6 -generic over M. Hence by 
Corollary 3.4, 6 = (t¢÷) M[KSI . This contradiction shows that there are no 
special ~:÷-Aronszajn trees in N. The other remarks follow immediately 
from this theorem and earlier esults. 
Silver has shown that this result can be extended to td-Aronszajn 
trees. 
Theorem 5.8 (Silver). Let M, N, K, O, ~:, and X be as in Theorem 5.7, 
except that X is weakly compact in M. Then in N there are no ~:*- 
Aronsza]n trees. 
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Proof. Suppose to the contrary that (p, f) I[~ R (T is a ~:+-Aronszajn 
tree). We can assume that the field of T is X. The boolean algebra as- 
sociated with R has cardinality X, so there is an algebra B isomorphic 
to it which has field X. For a < X, let B~ be the smallest complete sub- 
algebra of B such that b E B~, a c_ B~, and the complete subalgebra of 
B associated with Ra is contained in Ba, where b is the element of B as- 
sociated with b {(p,f)}. Let B'~ be the complete subalgebra generated by 
R~. If a is inaccessible, then since Ra has the a-chain condition, 
B'~ -- O {B~ • t3 < a}. It follows that there is a closed and unbounded 
subset C 1 of X such that if a G C 1 is inaccessible, then Ba c__ a. Define 
the function T' : X × X-* B by T'(a, a') = b A ~a <r  a']" Since IT s l<  X 
fo ra<X,C  2 ={a: (p , f )  lF- R TaC-aand rng(T'lo~X a) C-B~}is 
closed and unbounded in X. Set C = C 1 n C 2. 
That (p, f )  II- R (T has no branches of length X) is expressed in the 
structure~ x = (c~ x, B, {b}, ~) by the II l sentence 
(Mg)(Vb 1 <_ b)(t~(g, b 1 ) ~ O(g, b 1 )) 
where ~(g, b 1 ) is the formula 
g :XX X~B and (V /3"<X) (Vb2<-b l ) (3a<X) (Bb3<-b2)  
(b 2 v~ 0 =~ g(/3, a) >_ b 3 v a 0) 
and q~(g, b1 ) is the formula 
(¥b 2 <_ b 1 )(3 b 3 <- b2)(3/3,/3', a, a') 
(b 2 s e 0~13</3 '  and ((g(/3, a) Ag(/3',ct') A 7 T ' (a ,a ' ) )>-b  3 > 0)) 
Since X is weakly compact, there is an inaccessible 8 c C such that the 
sentence holds in the structure A 6 = (qe 8 , B 8 , {b}, ~), where we have 
used the fact that since 8 E C, B n c~ = B~. 
Let g be a branch of T of length 8. Then g 1 v ~ M[K  8 ] for each 
v ~ 5 and hence by Lemma 2.11, g ~ M[K~ ]. But then if f is a term de- 
noting g in M[K 8 ], the function g' defined by g'(a, 13) = ~f(a) =/3~ B8 
fails to satisfy 4) in A~. This contradiction proves the theorem. 
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Silver has also shown that this result is the best possible in the sense 
of the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.9 (Silver). I f  ~ is regular and there are no ~+-Aronszajn trees, 
then ~+ is weakly compact in L. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.6, s:* is at least inaccessible in L. Set X = s: ÷, and 
let G ~ L be a complete h-field of  subsets of  X such that G = X. We will 
show that there is a ?,-complete, nonprincipal ultrafi lter E on G such 
that E ~ L. 
Let a < (X÷) L be such that G ~ L~, L~ ~ G = X, and L satisfies enough 
of ZF to ensure that the construction of  L is absolute. Let c" X ~ L~ n S(X) 
be an enumerat ion i L of  S(X) n L~, and set 
T = { f~ "2 n L • I (n{c(a ) : f (o0  = 1} n n {X-c (a ) - f (a )  = o})1 = x} 
Then T has fewer than X nodes at each level since X is inaccessible in L. 
Also for each v < X, 
U {(n{c(cO f (~)  = 1} n n {X-c(~) : f (~) = o}) . fE  ~2 n L }= X} 
and there are fewer than k such f,  so for some f0 ~ ~2 n L, 
i (n  = 1} n n {x  - = o}) f  = x ,  
so f0 is a node of T of level v. Hence T has height X. Since there are no 
X-Aronszajn trees, there is an f : X ~ 2 such that f 1 u ~ T for each u < X. 
Then D = { x • f (c  -1 (x)) = 1 } is a X-complete, nonprincipal ultrafi lter on 
S(X) n L~. By abuse of language, let L~ be the collection of  all maps of 
X into L~ lying in L~. Then we can form the ultra-product x L~/D. Sup- 
pose that i" L~ ~ L~/D is the canonical embedding and/ "L~/D ~ L~ is 
the canonical isomorphism of L~/D onto a transitive set. Let g " .k ~ G 
be an enumerat ion i L~ of G. Then / o i(g) c L, and j o i(g) 1 X = 
qo fig(a)) • a < X), so E = {g(a) :X E 1o i(g(a))} ~ L. But E can easily be 
shown to be a ),-complete ultrafi lter on G. 
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6. Generalizations 
By using methods of Easton [3], Theorems 4.3, 4.6 and 5.7 can all 
be generalized to cover sets of cardinals. Of these, Theorem 5.7 is the 
only one that requires a basically new argument. We give a proof for the 
case of two cardinals which includes all of the basic ideas while avoiding 
the notational problems involved in working with arbitrary sets. The 
references to the lemmas of section 3 are actually references to analogous 
results for the more complicated notion of forcing being considered. 
There is no difficulty in extending these lemmas. 
While Theorem 5.8 can also be generalized to cover sets of non-conse- 
cutive cardinals, it is still not known whether, for example, Con(ZFC + 
there are two weakly compact cardinals) implies Con(ZFC + there are 
no ~2- or l¢3-Aronszajn trees). 
Theorem 6.1. Con(ZFC + there are two Mahlo cardinals) implies 
Con(ZFC + there are no special N 2 or  N3-Aronsza/n trees). 
Proof. Suppose that in M, X and X' are Mahlo cardinals and X < X', Set 
P = P(co, X'), Q = Q2(co0, u~ 1 , X) and Q' = Q2(co o, X, X'). As before, G 
is P-generic over M, H X H' is Q x Q'-generic overM[G], and 
N = M[GI [H × H'] .  Then in N, co 2 = X and co 3 = X'. The proof that 
there is no special co3-Aronszajn tree is like that in Theorem 5.7 but, 
because H' adds new subsets of X, a refinement is needed for co 2 . We 
first show that i fD is the set of inaccessibles ofM, then X is D-Mahlo in 
N. Let c be a term denoting a subset of X in N and let (p, f, g) E P X Q × 
Q' be such that 
(p, f, g) II- c is closed and unbounded in X. 
We must show that (p, f, g) I~- c n D 4= 0. For each ~ < X, define 
D~ cM[G,H]  by 
D~ = {g' E Q' • 3 3'(g' IkQ, (3' is the least member o fc  larger 
than a))} . 
Then D~ is strongly dense in Q' below g. In M, we define by recursion 
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on a an increasing sequence (g~ : a < ~) of functions in A' and a con- 
tinuous increasing sequence (a s : a < k) of ordinals less than ~. Set 
a 0 = 0 and go = g- Ifa~ and g~ have been defined then by Lemma 3.1 
there is an g~+l ~- gs such that (p, f )  Ig-e× Q (ga÷l ~ Da~)" Since P × Q 
has the X-chain condition, there is some a~+l < ~ such that 
(P, f )  II-px Q (ga+l I[-Q, (3 qt E c(a s < 3~ < a~+ 1))). 
If aa and ga are defined for each/3 < a for a limit ordinal a, then set 
a~ = U (at3 : 13 < a) and g~ = O (g~ :/3 < ~). Since for each ~ < ~, 
(p,f,g,~) It- 3 3'E c(a,~ < 3'< a,~+l), 
and (p, f, ga) II- (c is closed), we have that for each limit ordinal a > 0, 
(P, f, gs) If-- aa ~ c. Let C = {a s : a is a limit ordinal}. Then C ~ M and 
C is closed and unbounded in X, so there is some a~ E C which is inac- 
cessible in M. But then (p, f, g~ ) I[- a~ ~ c n D, so (p, f, g) Ig- c n D ~ 0. 
Since c is arbitrary, this implies that X is D-Mahlo in N. 
Now suppose that T is a special 60 2-Aronszajn tree in N. If/3 < ~, then 
IT~I < X and so by Lemma 3.2 applied to Q', Ta ~M[G × HI = 
M[G x X HI [GX]. Then since Px x H has the X-chain condition, there is 
a p < X such that Ta ~ M[G v × H v ][G x ]. Thus we can define in N a 
continuous increasing function a : ~ ~ X such that 
'4[3< a(Ta ~ M[Go(,~ ) × Ho(,~)] [GX]). 
Since X is D-Mahlo in N, a has a fixed point 5 which is inaccessible in M. 
Let b be a branch of T of length 6. Then b 1 6' ~ M[G~ X H~ ] [G x ] for 
each 5' < 5, so by Lemma 3.8, b ~M[G~ X H~ ] [GX]. As in Theorem 
5.7, b collapses 5 onto 6Ol, but 5 is perserved by the 5-chain condition 
o fP  8 X Q6- This contradiction proves the theorem. 
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